
RIDLEY TERMINALS INC.
Post Office Bag 8000

Prince Rupert. B.C.
Canada V8J 4H3

Tel: (250) 624-9511

Fax: (250) 624-4990

CONFIDENTIAL

June 12,2009

The Honourable Robert Merrifield, PC, MP
Minister of State for Transport
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OA6

Dear Minister:

I am in receipt of your letter dated June 5, 2009. My colleagues and I discussed it at length at a
board meeting held in Vancouver on June lOth.

It is important for you and the government to know that all major strategies and decisions 
absolutely without exception - have been made with the unanimous agreement of the Board this
government appointed, and entirely consistent with our roles and responsibilities as directors
entrusted with the protection of an important public asset, the people who depend on it, and the
taxpayer of Canada.

Despite a few market related and other obstacles, we are pleased to have been able to
successfully demonstrate a commercial approach to an enterprise that suffers from a poor
commercial history.

With respect to the part of your letter where you mention our engaging in a "public debate" on
the future of RTI, you should be aware that at no time have we initiated such as public
discussion. The press coverage, which began with a front page Globe and Mail report on Peace
River Coal's invitation to appear before a meeting of BC Caucus, resulted in subsequent editorial
comment for which we have no control. The two articles that I wrote were an abridged version of
my letter contained in our 2008 Annual Report - a public document - and a response to the
President of the Mining Association of BC.

In our March meeting you made reference to letters of complaint, but you have chosen not share
them with us. You have heard from Peace River Coal, whose largest single shareholder is Anglo
American Coal, a London-based global player; International Commodity Export Corporation, a
Houston, Texas-based company that has filed numerous Access to Information requests and
initiated a personal nuisance lawsuit; the Prince Rupert Port Authority, a publicly funded and
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supported entity under the Canada Marine Act. You have also heard from the "Northern Coal
Coalition" and "The Ridley Users Group", new organizations.

According to the Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying of Canada, what they all have in
common is that for the past year they have been represented by Global Public Affairs, based in
Ottawa. I might be naIve in the ways of Ottawa, but a "Chinese Wall" certainly doesn't appear to
exist in that business because Nick Mulder (former Deputy Minister of Transport), Philip
Cartwright, Genevieve Young, Erin Wall, Marie-Sylvie Pruneau, Kristin Andersen, and Pierre
Philippe Lortie are all lobbyists registered on behalf of the very same entities listed above.

I think that some transparency, integrity, and intellectual honesty are sorely needed in this
discussion. My colleagues and I have worked tirelessly to protect and enhance the public interest
since our appointments. We've gone well over and above the call of duty in doing so. In the
process, we've taken an unimaginable amount of abuse that wouldn't be tolerated anywhere.
What makes this all that much more egregious is the reality that we are essentially volunteers
fulfilling our duties as we clearly understand them to be under the law and the mandate given to
us by Mr. Baird's predecessor.

The national and public interest should and must trump these high-priced multi-national special
interests. Good public policy should never take a back seat to a cleverly orchestrated and well
funded lobbying effort.

It has always been my goal as Chairman of this company to do its shareholder - the people of
Canada - proud. My colleagues - past and present - can attest to that in the most personal of
terms. The company today is in significantly better shape on a multitude of levels than it was
when I was first appointed in November 2007.

By any objective measurement, RTI's management and employees, under the direction of this
Board, have created significant value for the taxpayer and have fulfilled their mandate with

honour, dedication, and uncompromising professionalism and a determination to serve the public
interest to the fullest. I am very proud to state that we have met and exceeded our goals for an
operational turnaround of RTI.

In less than a year, we installed a first rate management team that has performed precisely within
the government's stated mandate: productivity is up, efficiency is up, costs are down, a long
term labour agreement was ratified, new ground has been broken in relations with First Nations,
and multi-million dollar collections were made on long-standing, interest-free loans.

Management found that RTI did not have commercially sensible contracts in place and, those
few that were, were demonstrably not in the economic interests of taxpayers and the government.
Consistent with our mandate, the Board gave management the authority to inform users that RTI
would enter into discussions with them to establish reasonable and fair pricing for our services.
We also directed management to review proposed arrangements in process to ensure that a fair
economic return was provided to the Crown.
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We took seriously and to heart the Prime Minister's decision to cancel the sale ofRTI to ajunior
coal producer for $3 million in cash. It was the right decision and one which we wholeheartedly
supported. Our approach to our responsibilities was to return value to the taxpayer through more
effective stewardship of the enterprise, by injecting accountability and improving governance at
the board and management levels, and, in doing so, provided Cabinet with significantly
improved and more attractive policy choices for the future ofRTI. We took swift and bold
measures to execute on that plan.

As a result of those efforts, we have received unsolicited expressions of interest from world-class
terminal operators who wish to invest in RTI's potential. Two (The Jim Pattison Group and
Kinder Morgan) have made detailed written proposals, one (KRT Terminals) made an offer of
$131 million conditional on due diligence and agreeable terms with the Prince Rupert Port
Authority, and two others (Brookfield Asset Management and Quickload Terminals) made
contact with me to explore the Crown's interest in developing a partnership in some fashion. In
all cases, particularly the JP Group and Kinder Morgan, these players have significant financial
and operating depth and would have a keen interest in helping to build RTI for the future. We
believe that if a well-managed process were to occur, more interested and serious parties would
emerge and the government would have an enhanced basket of alternatives from which to create
value for the taxpayer and secure RTI's future.

We view this as a sign of confidence in our stewardship and the government's success in turning
around RTI. It's also a very significant potential success story for the government if it chooses to
seize it.

Minister, you should also be aware that the Board of Directors has approved, a "Business
Opportunities Agreement" with the Coast Tsimshian First Nation. The affect of this agreement is
to provide "preferred supplier" status to the Coast Tsimshian and give them an opportunity that
they have never before enjoyed with this Crown Corporation. This agreement will provide a
collaborative forum for the open and frank dialogue between Ridley and the Coast Tsimshian as
they relate to all matters pertaining to new projects at the Terminal.

It is a right of first refusal, if you will, within reasonable commercial parameters and consistent
with current legislation and agreements in force, on major projects undertaken at RTI. The idea
is for RTI and the Coast Tsimshian to work together to find ways for them partner with us and,
by doing so, help build their business skills and financial capabilities.

The Board believes that this agreement is good business and in keeping with our mandate as a
federal Crown Corporation, and strongly aligned with government policy.

We are proud of the special relationship we have developed with our Aboriginal friends and
neighbors after many years of neglect. This is another great opportunity for the government, in
our view, to extend a hand to solve a much larger and simmering problem regional First Nations
have with the Prince Rupert Port Authority.
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The same can be said of the relationship between RTI management and Board and the
International Longshoreman and Warehouse Union. Our increased productivity and efficiency is
a direct consequence of repairing years of poor management. These are fine and skilled people
who are a great asset to RTI and the community. Recognizing those skills and treating people
with respect has worked wonders.

At our recent meeting in Ottawa, you requested a breakdown of costs at RTI. George Dorsey, our
president, explained that costs are directly related to the volume at the terminal. The attached
document will illustrate that, and also provide you with some insight into "competitive"
facilities. Past examples provided to you by the coal industry have focused on high volume
operations where, in many instances, the user has provided the capital for the building of the
facility. If you're looking for a meaningful analysis, these are apples and oranges comparisons,
and unfair to RTI.

Peace River Coal (Peace) has withheld over $2.5 million in payments to RTI (see attached
invoices). Our current request for the funding of an operating deficit which is now in front of
Treasury Board would not have been necessary had Peace paid the invoices now due.

You should understand, and we reiterate that in the event that higher-priced contracts with coal
producers are not possible, as we outlined in our Corporate Plan and Annual Report, the
government will need to plan on paying out subsidies of approx $10 million per year to renew
and upgrade the facilities and to cover deficits in handling revenues.

These deficits can be overcome by customers paying the reasonable and fair rates proposed by
RTI. As outlined in the attached summary, these prices are in line with new port costs in
Maputo, Gladstone, and South Africa. If the government wishes to provide them with a direct
subsidy, our Board would have, of course, complied with that directive. It was, as you know,
never part of our mandate.

The second open issue I would like to develop with you is clarity of purpose.

Your letter suggests that we have strayed from the path desired by the government. Yet, as you
might recall, on several occasions I have asked you to provide clarity on that path so that we can
execute on the governments wishes. I am asking that again here. With or without Dan Veniez on
the board of RTI, the Board and management will need that clarity going forward.

I feel a deep sense of responsibility to the people of the region and the government to ask for this
guidance as the next step in the process of renewal at RTI. The colleagues and community I
leave desperately need this clear direction and renewed sense of hope. They have invested much
of themselves in this important facility.
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I am, therefore, prepared to offer you my resignation as Chairman of RTI, effective August 30,
2009. However, I would like to leave knowing that:

1- We have provided the government with a full picture on rates and cost to allow you and
future board and management to set policy based on facts. Please review the attached.

I believe that an open discussion convened by you with Peace River Coal and RTI
management could be a productive way to break the logjam and arrive at a reasonable
economic solution on rates for both parties.

2- You will have provided the Board with clarity on future direction and process, in writing,
so that there is no ambiguity or misunderstanding whatsoever between our actions and
your objectives for RTI.

We know that our actions were in line with the expectations of the previous minister.
Paul Fitzgerald and Joseph Soares (now an advisor to the Prime Minister) had repeatedly
assured us of that. We want to ensure that they are similarly in keeping with yours.

The Board, management and staff of RTI need and deserve no less.

I would be pleased to discuss this with you in greater detail and I wish to assure you that I shall
work to ensure that the transition out of this role is a smooth one.

I thank you and your colleagues for the opportunity to serve our community and to serve
Canadians.

Sincerely,

Cc: John Baird
David Penner
Dave Parker
Elmer Derrick

Scott Shepherd
George Dorsey
Robert Standerwick



Ridley Terminals Inc.
P.O. Bag 8000
Prince Rupert, BC
V8J 4H3

Tel: (250) 624-9511

Fax: (250) 624-2389

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
CDN Fund Invoices

Peace River Coal Ltd.
Suite 1900 - Guinness Tower

1055 West Hastings St.
Vancouver, BC
V6E 2E9

June 4,2009

Balance
-- ____ n_ n ••on .--- ..-.- --- ------- -on ---- .-...•• --yO' .•••____

03-Dct-08
13858304,699.50(143,388.0m161,311.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

05-Dct-08

1386742.070.75(19,798.0m22,272.75CONPartial Pavment at $21mt

05-Dct-08

138684,309.50(2.028.00)2,281.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

19-Dct-08

1389893.079.25(43.802.00)49.277.25CONPartial Payment at $21mt

26-Dct-08

1391748.492.50(22.820.0m25.672.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

26-Dct-08

1391849.338.25(23.218.00)26.120.25CONPartial Payment at $21mt

09-Nov-08

13939105.132.25(49,474.0m55.658.25CONPartial Payment at $21mt

09-Nov-08

1394039,678.00(18.672.00)21.006.00CONPartial Payment at $21mt

16-Nov-08

1394848,662.50(22,900.00)25.762.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

19-Nov-08

13952307,105.00(144,520.00)162,585.00CONPartial Payment at $21mt

23-Noy-08

1396447.778.50(22.484.00)25,294.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

07-0ee-08

1398496.262.50(45,3oo.0m50,962.50CONPartial Payment at $21mt

14-0ec-08

1400149.321.25(23.210.00)26. 111.25CONPartial Payment at $2/mt

21-0ec-08

1401448,887.75(23.006.00)25.881.75CONPartial Payment at $2/mt

31-0ec-08

1402649,134.25(23.122.00)26.012.25CONPartial Payment at $21mt

11-Jan-09

1404147,005.00(22.120.00)24.885.00CONPartial Payment at $21mt

18-Jan-09

1405147.153.75(22.190.00)24,963.75CONPartial Payment at $21mt

25-Jan-09

1406348,960.00(23,040.00>25.920.00CONPartial Payment at $2/mt

31-Jan-09

1407147,829.50(22.493.00>25,336.50CONPartial Payment at $2/mt

08-Feb-09

1408497.716.00(45.984.00>51.732.00CONPartial Payment at $21mt

28-Feb-09

1410494.184.25(44.322.00)49,862.25CONPartial Payment at $21mt

02-Mar-09

14108·225.387.07 225,387.07CONPartial Payment at $21mt

02-Mar-09

14109·75,366.30 75.366.30CONPartial Payment at $21mt

08-Mar-09

1411948,598.75(22.870.00)25.728.75CONPartial Payment at $21mt

20-Mar-09

14146299.149.00(140.776.0m158.373.00CONPartial PaYment at $2/mt

• Storage Invoices Page 1 of2



Ridley Terminals Inc.
P.O. Bag 8000
Prince Rupert, BC
V8J 4H3

Tel: (250) 624-9511

Fax: (250) 624-2389

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
CDN Fund Invoices

Peace River Coal Ltd.
Suite 1900 - Guinness Tower

10SS West Hastings St.
Vancouver, Be
V6E 2E9

June 4, 2009

Balance
--- ---- --- n _______- - -------~(emalnlng- ------ - ---- ---- - -. - - ---~._- ----

22-Mar-09
1415448,161.00(22,664.00)25,497.00CDNPartial Payment at $2/mt

29-Mar-09

1416547,493.75(22,350.00)25,143.75CDNPartial Payment at $21mt

31-Mar-09

1417046,932.75(22,071.00)24,861.75eDNPartial Payment at $21mt

05-Apr-09

1417346,635.25(30,175.75)16,459.50eDNPartial Payment at $2.75/mt

12-Apr-09

1418745,594.00(29,502.00)16,092.00eDNPartial Payment at $2.75/mt

17-Apr-09

14191 *60,026.67 60,026.67CDN

17-Apr-09

14192·210,665.41 210,665.41CDN

24-Apr-09

14209282,693.00(182,919.00'99,774.00CDNPartial Payment at $2. 75/mt

30-Apr-09

1422845,300.75(29,297.25)16,003.50CDNPartial Payment at $2. 75/mt

10-May-09

1424193,058.00 93,058.00CDN

17-May-09

1425993,304.50 93,304.50CDN

19-May-09

(38.571.41)(38,571.41 )CDNPartial Payment on Storaae Invoices

28-May-09

14291299,442.25 299,442.25CDN

31-May-09

14303 *42,240.99 42,240.99CDN

31-May-09

14304 •89,967.50 89,967.50CDN P R' S IR,

Total Due $eDN 3,816,817.19 (1,349,087.41) 2,467,729.78

Oct 1/08 - Mar 31/09

Apr 1/09 to date
1,430,695.46
1,037,034.32
2,467,729.78

• Storage Invoices Page 2 of2



RIDLEY TERMINALS COST AND RATE STRUCTURE

AA) Cost Basis:

A review of the rate analysis for RTI begins with RTI cost structures, which are
reflected approximately below with 100% coverage 24/7:
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1.751.753.25

TAX

111

D&A on PRPA

888

Renewing Capital

135

Sustaininq Capital

222

Retirement

222.2

Legal/Accounting

0.40.40.4

Manaqement

111.5

Dividend to Ottawa

1

Other (Outside Services, Utilities)

1.822.3

Total per annum

30.9533.1538.65

Total per ton

12.389.477.73

Total Der annum (without D&A)

22.9525.1530.65

Total per ton (without D&A)

9.187.196.13

Sustaining Capital = hold it together with no project repairs

Renewing Capital = replace twenty year old equipment or provide large repairs
prior to failure avoiding interruption of service, normal course
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BB) Comparative Costs analysis Alternative ports for Coal loading - new Contracts
with varying level of volume guarantees and co-investment from the Coal producer:

Annual 1 M tons3M tons10M tons
Volume

Richards Bay

$7.50
Bulk Terminal

Gladstone

$7.00

Brisbane

$7.50

Maputo

USD 9/ton
Richards Bay

USD 7/ton

Gladstone Port requires $20M fee /commitment on long term agreement in advance

Richards Bay Bulk required cash advance in excess of USD5M

Richards Bay expansion requires $5M investment per each unit of 500,000t/annum
capacity commitment

CC) Viewed against actual agreements in 2008

Husky agreement above CAD 7.40/ton on less than 1M tons per annum includes
payment if tons not shipped

DD) viewed against early/Prior contracts at RTI.

Quoting Peace River's statement, The "85Pct complete contract" proposal was a
proposal prior management and Peace had discussed in detail but not reached
agreement on. This contract anticipated $5.30/ton Can at a time when coal prices
were lower than they are today and at a time that coal prices were more than
$100/ton lower than the prices in August of 2008. I have chosen August 2008 as a
point of focus because that was the time when we presented Peace with several
alternatives for a Term or Spot agreement with RTI. These numbers were:

$8.50/ton for a spot contract covering the issue of RTI storage and loading facilities
with no minimum guaranteed tonnage. They could move the business at any time
without penalty.



We then added an alternative for Peace review at a rate of CAD$7.60/ton to load for
them with a guar minimum tonnage at volumes then projected by Peace at 1.1M
tons Min rising to 6M tons in 2012.

To meet the Peace projected 6M tons requirement we would have required
expansion of the facility. Therefore, we then gave them a third option to participate
with us in the expansion by a prepayment of CAD$22.8M fully recovered over time
with a rate per ton of $6.30/ton.

These offers were provided in a very bullish coal market at which time all of our
suppliers were planning expansions and increased shipments. These were our
offers for which we invited counter proposals. No counter proposal was received
until March of 2009.

At the end of 2008 in response to lower volume requirements at Peace and in light
of the interest of Peace to discuss our rates on a basis of being competitive in the
world, we proposed a flat rate to peace of USD$6/ton for 1.1M tons/annum as a
guaranteed minimum volume.

Peace declined our offer and have proposed:

- 800,000t minimum in 2009 with no guarantee beyond 2009.

- a rate of CAD$5.50/ton

- a discount of the rate for steam coal shipments

- a discount of the rate for volume increases

- an option to ship later without an obligation to do so

- an option to increase the tonnage without cash up-front or volume guaranteed at
the end of year one



Because Coal sales are in USO, Alternative world ports must be compared in USO,
and RTI's costs are partially in USO. A comparison in USO is as follows:

Annual Volume Price perMinimumAdvance
Ton

TonsPayment

Richards Bay Bulk Terminal (S.

$7.802.0MM$3MM
Africa)

Richard Bay Coal Terminal -

$6.400.5MM$5MM per
Phase 5 Expansion

0.5MM tons
Richard Bay Coal - Relet

$7.00None
Arrangements Mozambique, Matola Terminal

$9.001.0MM7

Gladstone (Australia)

$7.0010.0MM$20MM

Brisbane (Australia)

$7.502.5MMNone

Husky at RTI

$6.30underNone
1.0MM

RTI proposal to Peace

$6.00NoneNone

Peace Proposal to RTI in 2008

$5.30NoneNone

Peace Proposal to RTI in Q109

$4.12NoneNone
Peace 2009 proposal, steam

$3.30NoneNone
coal

WESTSHORE COMPARISON;

Peace has spent a great deal of time explaining that it is essential to have RTI
competitive with Westshore . This is not a correct starting point. There is no reason
why RTI should or could be competitive with Westshore without Gov subsidy. Coal
producers who come to RTI do so because the other logistics (rail, vessel waiting
time, train waiting time) are more competitive. THERE IS NO WAY FOR RTI (2
6Mt/annum)TO BE SUSTAINABLE IF IT TRIES TO COMPETE WITH WESTSHORE
(20-26Mt/annum).

That having been said - Westshore 2008 results as provided in their annual report
are over CAO 10/ton.



When we point to this fact, Peace discounts it pointing to commenting that
Westshore have revenue determined by the high price of coal in 2008 and the

sharing of the high price based on the Westshore agreements. This is also wrong
thinking.

The fact that Westshore has a sharing in high coal market times (the RTI agreement
with Western also allows a premium in higher coal markets) is very relevant. There
is absolute certainty that the per ton fees in the original contract would have been
higher if the Westshore contract had not included a premium in good markets. What
that net number would have been is impossible to determine.

RTI has provided Peace a proposal with a discount and a premium on the per ton fee
based on high or low coal price markets. Peace declined to discuss that proposal.
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Several points to help the comparison and review:

1) Husky pet coke is a lower value commodity than steam coal, and Peace asked for
a reduction on the steam coal movements of twenty percent (20%).

Therefore, a Husky jPeace proposal comparison would be Husky USD $5.55 vs.
Peace Proposal USD $3.30

2) RTI does not have the volume of any of the ports used for comparison. The coal
producers who elect to use RTI do so because of the advantages it offers in ocean



freight savings, rail savings, rail congestions avoidance, storage yard space, or other
logistic issues. To advantage the coal producers on these points without recognizing
the RTI cost structure deficiencies can only be achieved with subsidies from the
Crown.

3) RTI's cost structure has increased, when comparing 2008 to 2009-2012, as
follows:

- increased PRPA rent, CAD25 cents

- labor increases at approx 3pct per annum on average

- capital repair and renewal costs, which have grown and will continue to grow
significantly over time

- current contract with Western Canadian is at $4.25/ton and will only reopen on
rates in 2010-2011. The contract provides for the rate to be set in arbitration if the
parties do not agree. This rate-setting will control 2.5-5M tons/annum over
multiple years to come.

- dividends projected for payment to the Crown


